
Colorfest Launch Their New Set of Quality
Watercolor Pencils
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Exciting new online retail company
continue to expand with the launch of
their second product to the arts and
crafts market.

SEDONA, AZ, USA, July 15, 2016
/EINPresswire.com/ -- Colorfest Crafts,
who launched only six months ago, are
already set to release their second
product to the marketplace hot on the
heels of their successful gel pen set.

Owner of the company, Alice Raven,
says “We have been amazed with the
great reception for our gel pen set.  So
much so that we are now introducing a
set of watercolor pencils to our range.
As with our pens, we have sourced and
put together a top quality set.”

Here are what some happy customers
said about the Colorfest Gel Pens Set of
48.

“The Colorfest Gel Pens are excellent. I
purchased them for my grandchildren.
Ages 8 to 12. They are great for coloring
and drawing. The collection of colors are
so bright and the gel flows so easily on
the paper. Wonderful gift for people who
enjoy to create their own designs.”
Cheryl L.

“This is the second time I've ordered your
pens for my Mom. She loves them and
enjoys doing her adult coloring books.
Thanks!!”  Amazon Customer

The watercolor pencils are premium
quality artist grade with soft crack-
resistant leads and rich pigments for

easy blending, smooth color lay-down and great saturation.  They have non-toxic cores and full-sized
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7” hexagonal shaped wood shafts to give the most comfortable grip.

This professional pack of water-soluble pencils comes in it’s own carrying case.  It contains a super
range of 36 individual shades, a blending paint brush and sharpener.  Unlike most other sets
Colorfest have been smart to also include a pencil extender. An essential tool to extend the life of
pencils when they get short. 

Watercolors pencils are becoming very popular with those discovering the pleasures of adult coloring.
This is because they are incredibly versatile.  You can use them dry like regular colored pencils but
then there is also what happens when you add water.  Some people apply water to the pencil and
others prefer to add it to the paper with a brush.  It takes some practice but they can be used to
produce some lovely watercolor effects. 

Find out more about them at http://colorfestcrafts.com/watercolor-pencils/

Colorfest are offering a limited time special launch price through their website
www.colorfestcrafts.com.  You can also sign-up for their newsletter so that you will be the first to hear
about future great launch offers.

“We are super excited about the release of our watercolor pencils” said Alice Raven  “but watch out
for what we have coming in a few weeks.  There is just nothing like it on the market”.

Alice Raven
Colorfest Crafts
928-451-1770
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